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Chapter 1381: Only the Lady Boss 

 

Hearing his serious tone, Gu Weiwei asked in amusement, “Why are you so nervous?” 

Hearing her nonchalant tone, Jolin explained patiently. 

“This Collis is skilled and good-looking, and she is supported by Starlight Culture. No other female star in 

Hua Land is better than her.” 

Of course, that was because she had stopped filming for the time being. 

“Starlight Culture?” Gu Weiwei frowned. She had not heard of such an entertainment company before. 

“It was established after you left last year. Although it is not as strong as Third Master’s Shiyi Culture, it 

is still a company under the Qin Family. Coris was dug out from Hollywood by Starlight Culture,” Jolin 

said with a serious expression. 

Although the Qin Family was worse than the Fu Family, they were a prestigious family in Hua Land. 

“The Qin Family? Which Qin Family?” Gu Weiwei raised her eyebrows. Could it be the Qin Family of Qin 

Lv? 

“Of course it is the Qin Family, which has been friends with the Fu Family for years. They are very 

successful in business and politics. Starlight Culture belongs to the Qin Family and is managed by Mrs. 

Qin’s brother.” Jolin explained the background of Starlight Culture to her as they drove. 

Gu Weiwei nodded thoughtfully. So Starlight Culture was managed by Qin Lv’s uncle? 

“Therefore, after Collis returned to the country, she received all the good resources that only the top 

stars would have. But recently, it seems that due to the influence of Fu’s Enterprise, she missed out on 

several major projects. So today, the director of Starlight Culture brought Collis to establish a good 

relationship with Fu’s Enterprise,” Jolin said. 

Most likely, the big boss did not want to ruin Weiwei’s reputation, so he lectured them on purpose. 

But today, they had brought someone here to claim her favor. 

But Boss’ thigh had always belonged to their lady boss, alright? Why should they suck up to him? 

Gu Weiwei was getting sleepy, so Jolin took her to the studio and asked the stylist to do her makeup and 

hair. 

‘The makeup took more than an hour and she did not get changed until she was done. 

The style of the gown was simple, a classic long black gown with a green belt around the waist. 



‘When these two colors were matched, she looked noble and elegant, but if she did not wear the 

colours well, she would look very old. 

But Gu Weiwei did not need to worry about it at all. The black gown made her skin look even paler. 

“Itis a charity banquet, so we chose a steady black gown.” Jolin explained. 

It was a charity occasion, so she should not dress too luxuriously, so they should not choose any bright 

colours. 

Gu Weiwei checked the time. “It is almost time, let’s go.” 

Jolin put a cheque into her handbag, “We need to raise money for the charity banquet, but donations 

are always voluntary. Let’s make a donation gesture.” 

Gu Weiwei took over the bag and asked, “How much?” 

“20 million is not a lot, but it is not a small amount either,” Jolin said. 

Gu Weiwei nodded. She had always trusted Jolin. 

Jolin helped her to lift the dress and saw her into the car, then he got into the driver’s seat and started 

the car. 

“Also, most importantly, Boss will be there too. I don’t care how sweet you are at home, but don’t do 

anything too intimate on such an occasion, unless you want to dominate the headline of this month’s 

news.” 

Chapter 1382: Chang’an Charity Banquet 

 

“.. Gu Weiwei nodded helplessly. 

Worried that she could not do it, Jolin warned her seriously. 

“You have not shown up for more than a year and if you make such big news the moment you are out. 

At least for more than a month, you will be the headline of all the major media outlets. In the future, not 

only will they keep an eye on you, but Boss and the two children will also be their targets. Think 

carefully.” 

She, the Movie Queen, who had been at the peak of her career and had been silent for more than a 

year, was already a very big piece of news. 

If her relationship with Boss was revealed, the entire entertainment industry would explode. 

Gu Weiwei felt her forehead. ‘Okay, okay.” 

At most, she could pretend not to know him at the banquet. 

After all, they could still meet at home. 



“Of course it is good to be with Boss, but the exposure of this relationship will bring you too many 

negative effects, so you should still be in a secret relationship. Even if you are married, it is better to stay 

hidden.” Jolin suggested sincerely. 

Although she had already achieved something in this industry that many people could not catch up to, 

she was still young. 

‘When her relationship with Boss was revealed, gossip would follow. 

Her relationship with Boss was so different, and the media might distort it. 

Also, everything she had worked so hard to achieve over the years would be said to be because of Boss’ 

sleeping with her. 

No matter how wealthy the Fu Family was, they would never be able to stop the gossip. 

“Okay, okay, okay, I get it.” Gu Weiwei felt her head aching. 

That was what the industry was like. You would get fame and wealth that ordinary people did not have, 

but your private life would also become the gossip of the public. 

She was still on the way to the venue when the Fu’s Enterprise’s charity banquet, Chang‘an, Hua Land, 

had already started and the invited guests had all arrived. 

Those who were invited by Fu’s Enterprise were mostly political and business figures of Hua Land, 

including artists from the entertainment industry. 

The artists’ participation was to increase the influence of the charity event. 

The Qin Family, who was close to the Fu Family, was also among the invited guests, and it was Qin Lv, 

the young master of the Qin Family who was attending on behalf of the Qin Family. 

However, he also brought his uncle Yang An, the director of Starlight Culture. 

Yang An’s date was none other than Collis, who had been promoted by Starlight Culture. 

“Lui, take Collis to the red carpet later.” Yang An found his nephew Qin Lv and begged him. 

Qin Lv looked outstanding and was the most beloved young master of the Qin Family. He had been in 

the limelight recently because he started his own business. 

With Collis entering the venue with him, she would undoubtedly become the center of attention tonight 

and she could use this opportunity to create some gossip between them. 

Qin Lv sized up Collis and nodded. 

“Got it.” 

It was just the lounge outside the venue and everyone had their own arrangements. 

Collis checked the time. ‘I need to touch up my makeup.” 

‘When she returned from the bathroom, the staff had already informed Qin Lv to enter the venue within 

ten minutes. 



Yang An reminded her when he saw her. 

“When you arrive on the red carpet, there will be a few minutes of interview, so it will be easy to deal 

with. If they ask about your relationship with Qin Lv, don’t admit or deny it. Just let them guess. 

Hearing his uncle Yang An’s words, Qin Lv frowned slightly but did not object too much. 

They would neither admit nor deny it. He was just letting the media do whatever they wanted, trying to 

guess what secret relationship he and Collis had.. 

Chapter 1383: Chang’an Charity Banquet 2 

 

Seeing Qin Lv’s displeasure, Collis chuckled. 

“Young Master Qin, this is just a publicity stunt for the industry. If you are worried that your girlfriend 

will be displeased, Director Yang and I can go in together instead.” 

“He doesn’t have a girlfriend,” Yang An said with a smile. He looked at the time and said to Qin Ly, “I am 

just asking the media to guess, not really asking you two to date. In ten days or half a month, this matter 

will be over. I will help you handle it.” 

Qin Lv nodded and said nothing more. 

“Oh yes, are you sure that Master Fu will attend today?” Yang An asked. 

Fu Shigin was always at the charity banquet of Chang’an, Hua Land, but it was said that Fu Hanzheng, 

the eldest son of the Fu Family, would attend the banquet this year, which was why he brought Collis 

with him. 

If she could establish a relationship with Fu Hanzheng through the friendship between Lui and the Fu 

Family, Starlight Culture would definitely be able to reach a higher level. 

“Lam not sure, maybe.” Qin Lv did not give an affirmative answer. 

The staff responsible for arranging the guests came to inform Qin Lv and Collis to get ready. 

Collis adjusted her hair, took hold of Qin Lv’s arm and walked towards the red carpet. 

Since the attendees were politicians and businessmen, the journalists and the media were not very 

interested. 

All of a sudden, the new star, Collis, who had been very popular recently, entered with the handsome 

Qin Ly, causing a sensation. 

The photographers from all the major media companies were chasing after the two figures. One was 

pretty and the other was handsome and elegant. They were undoubtedly the most eye-catching couple 

of the night. 

The two of them approached the red carpet and signed their names on the autograph wall, before 

walking to the media section. 



“Collis, what is your relationship with Young Master Qin?” 

Coris smiled at the handsome young man next to her. “We are friends.” 

Although they were friends, the meaningful smile on their lips made people wonder if they were a 

couple. 

“Ordinary friends or… a couple?” One reporter asked. 

“Yes, we are just ordinary friends,” Collis said with a smile. 

The journalists were all smart people, so when they heard this, they naturally thought that they were 

just ordinary friends, but they might become a couple in the future. 

“Collis, you are the most popular artist in Hua Land and everyone says that you are the next Mu Weiwei. 

What do you think?” 

“Movie Queen Mu has achieved many achievements that I envy, but… I don’t want to be the next her. I 

will cherish my acting career and create more roles for myself and my fans,” Collis smiled and replied. 

“Collis, are you saying that it is very irresponsible of Mu Weiwei to disappear when Life Reboot was her 

most popular movie?” 

“[ think so, for her fans,” Collis said. 

Mu Weiwei’s withdrawal from the movie industry without a word had indeed made many fans 

displeased. 

Therefore, what Collis said undoubtedly made many people who were watching the live-stream feel 

emotional. 

However, she was just talking when screams arose from the entrance of the red carpet. 

Then she saw Mu Weiwei walking along the red carpet in a long black gown. Fu Shiyi, the popular star of 

Hua Land, entered with her. 

When the journalists saw the two of them, they could not conceal their excitement. 

“It is Mu Weiwei, Mu Weiwei and Shiyi.” 

“Get the camera now, this is big news..” 

Chapter 1384: Does Your Face Hurt? 

 

It was Collis and Qin Lv who were being interviewed, but the journalists were all watching Mu Weiwei 

and Fu Shiyi, who were still walking the red carpet. 

Fora moment, Collis, who had been the center of attention, tuned silent. No one asked her any more 

questions. 

Even Qin Lv, who was standing next to her, had his eyes upon the couple on the red carpet. 



Collis could not help but look over. Ever since she returned to Hua Land, her fans had been comparing 

her to this Movie Queen who was worth billions. 

She would probably always be compared to this person in the news. 

However, this was the first time she had met Mu Weiwei, the Movie Queen who often appeared in the 

news with her. 

Gu Weiwei and Fu Shiyi walked across the red carpet elegantly and signed their names on the autograph 

wall. Then they came to the interview area under the direction of the host. 

The journalists were so excited that they passed the microphone to her and started to ask questions. 

“Mu Weiwei, you have disappeared for more than a year after Life Reboot was released. Where have 

you been for the past year?” 

“Mu Weiwei, why did you disappear at the peak of your career?” 

Gu Weiwei had expected that this would happen, so she had anticipated what they would ask. 

So she replied with a smile, “Ihave spent the past year abroad trying to learn new things.” 

“Then why did you go abroad and even put down all your work? Is it because of a relationship 

problem?” 

Gu Weiwei chuckled and shook her head. 

“Sleepless and Life Reboot have indeed achieved something, but because I walked too fast on this road, I 

lost my direction. Therefore, I wanted to stay away from work for the time being, calm down and find 

my own direction.” 

“Are you planning to make a comeback now?” 

“Tam not ready yet, but I will not give up on making movies. I will try my best to make a better movie.” 

Gu Weiwei smiled sincerely. 

“Mu Weiwei, it is said that Miss Collis’ will become the second you, do you think that is possible?” 

“That is impossible. I am me, and there is not a second me.” Gu Weiwei said with a smile. 

That made Collis feel very embarrassed. 

They had just said that she had disappeared in front of the media because she was being irresponsible 

to the fans, but now she was here. 

Also, she had stolen everyone’s attention the moment she showed up, putting her in an extremely 

awkward position. 

Instead of standing there awkwardly, Collis’ whispered to Qin Ly, ‘Let’s go in first.” 

Since the media was watching them, they should enter the venue first, so that they would not attract 

too much attention. 



However, Qin Lv was watching the girl who was talking and laughing in front of the media and did not 

hear what she said. 

Collis frowned and called out again. Only then did Qin Lv come back to himself. 

They were about to leave when Fu Shiyi saw them and stopped them. 

“Lui, you are here too, this is…” 

Fu Shiyi’s ‘Lui had successfully pulled Qin Lv and Collis back to the media’s attention. 

Qin Lv did not think that there was anything wrong with this, so he introduced Collis’ openly. 

‘Collis from Starlight Culture.” 

“Okay,” Fu Shiyi answered with a faint smile. 

She was the second Mu Weiwei and now the real Mu Weiwei was here, he was silently asking if she was 

embarrassed or not.. 

Chapter 1385: Crude Together 

 

“Hello, Third Master.” Collis forced herself to greet him with a stiff smile. 

‘Was God playing with her? Mu Weiwei had just been mentioned in the interview and now she was 

here. 

“Miss. Mu, can you and Collis stand together for everyone to take a picture?” A reporter boldly made a 

request. 

‘One was a legendary Movie Queen and the other a very popular new star. Together, they would 

definitely be the hottest topic of tonight’s charity banquet. 

Since someone had made such a bold request, none of them could turn him down. 

“Of course.” Gu Weiwei smiled. 

Anyway, she was not the one who was embarrassed. 

Although Collis felt very embarrassed, she still forced herself to stand with the media. 

‘When Collis, who was very beautiful, stood next to Gu Weiwei, she instantly lost her attractiveness and 

aura. 

Fu Shiyi squinted at the two women standing next to each other. His sister-in-law was known as a killer 

of the same frame, and any female star who was in the same frame with her would be killed instantly. 

They had always claimed that Collis’ would be the second Mu Weiwei. 

Sometimes, she even used his sister-in-law’s name to flatter herself. 

If the news was published in the same frame, she would be slapped in the face, no matter how much her 

team supported her. 



Gu Weiwei answered the questions and entered the venue with Fu Shiyi. 

Collis, who had entered with them, looked very displeased. 

“Aren’t we being too much?” Gu Weiwei mumbled. 

She had just arrived and did not need to rush into the venue. 

However, from the moment she got out of the car and came to the lounge, Fu Shiyi pulled her onto the 

red carpet. 

“She just said in front of the media that you are being irresponsible to your fans by not attending any 

work for more than a year.” Fu Shiyi snorted. 

She had quit without saying goodbye, and there were already many rumors online. 

If she let Collis say those words today, she would only get more and more haters. 

But when she showed up, the media did not have time to report about it. The news of Movie Queen Mu 

Weiwei showing up at the charity banquet will be everywhere tomorrow. 

While many media outlets were doing interviews, the official Weibo was constantly broadcasting the 

situation at the venue. 

Soon after Gu Weiwei and the others entered the venue, the news about her being in the same frame as 

Collis was already online. 

Her fans were the most enthusiastic. 

[Ahhhhh, oh my gosh, my idol is finally home!] 

[A year has passed and our Weiwei has become even more beautiful.} 

{Congratulations to my idol for returning, but what is the mood of this girl who is hailed as the second 

Mu Weiwei?] 

[Previous poster, I think that someone must be feeling devastated.] 

(Didn’t Collis just make a few movies with a good reputation, and now she wants to become the second 

Mu Weiwei? Has the box office exceeded ten billion yuan, or has she swept away the A-level Film 

Festival prizes, or will she become a director?] 

[Collis looks quite pretty, why is she so terrible to look at though when they are in the same frame?] 

At this moment, Yang An, the director of Starlight Culture, was the most annoyed one. 

He had brought her here to gain some popularity and stir some couple’s gossip. 

Most importantly, he had to get closer to Fu’s Enterprise. 

But before they could do anything, Mu Weiwei stole the limelight. 

He had not expected that the beautiful and intimidating Collis would be overshadowed by Mu Weiwei.. 

Chapter 1386: A Rich Daddy 



 

But how did Mu Weiwei, who had disappeared for so long, suddenly appear at the charity banquet 

today? 

Also, it was such a coincidence that Collis and Mu Weiwei arrived at the venue at the same time. 

Yang An walked to a quiet place and called the PR team. 

“Control the comments online, don’t let Collis be slandered by Mu Weiwei’s fans.” 

“Director, now that Mu Weiwei has returned to the industry and Mu Weiwei is in the same frame as 

Collis, her popularity is rising. I am afraid that it will be very difficult to control it,” the responsible 

contact said helplessly. 

Mu Weiwei had been missing for more than a year and this was the first time she had shown up in 

public, so it was obvious that she had attracted a lot of attention. 

Therefore, if Collis appeared in the same frame as her, she would inevitably be on the hot search list. 

Especially when they had been promoting Mu Weiwei. 

“If you can’t control it, contact the website and delete the post,” Yang An said seriously. 

After contacting the public relations team, he went into the venue to find Qin Lv. 

“Lui, take Collis and bring her to get to know Mu Weiwei, we better get close to her.” 

“Uncle, I can’t do anything about this.” Qin Lv turned him down. 

“Weren’t you classmates with her before?” Yang An said. 

Everyone in the Qin Family knew that Mu Weiwei had written love letters to Qin Lv when she was in 

school. 

“We are not that close now,” Qin Lv said. Also, Fu Hanzheng would not allow him to get too close to her. 

“Lui, this is very important to us. Please help us, just treat it as your uncle begging you.” Yang An 

begged. 

Under the current situation, it would be best if Collis and Mu Weiwei could get closer, so that her fans 

would not be too hostile towards her. 

Qin Lv threw a look at Mu Weiwei and Fu Shiyi’s seats and nodded helplessly. 

“Twill when I have the chance.” 

On the other hand, Fu Shiyi was happily reading the news on Weibo. 

“Look at you, you only showed your face and you have already made Collis and her team suffer.” 

Gu Weiwei glanced at the news without interest. “Did you do that on purpose?” 

He had asked her to attend the charity banquet at that time on purpose and he had dragged her to be in 

the same frame as Collis. 



“That is what my brother wants, to help you get revenge,” Fu Shiyi said with a smile. 

“It is just a small matter, it is not necessary.” Gu Weiwei did not know whether to laugh or cry. So Fu 

Hanzheng asked her to attend the banquet because he wanted her to irritate Collis. 

“It is not a small matter. If you didn’t show up this time, it will be hard to clarify later,” Fu Shiyi mumbled 

as he read the news. 

Gu Weiwei teased herself. 

“I thought that I could be popular for a few more years, but my popularity turned cold so fast.” 

“If you didn’t show up this time, your popularity really would have died out.” Fu Shiyi explained to her in 

a small voice as he was reading the gossip news. 

“It can’t be that bad.” Gu Weiwei raised her eyebrows. 

She had not shown up for more than a year and she had lost many fans. 

In contrast, there were many more haters. 

“Collis has accepted a Hollywood movie that is funded both internally and externally. The director is the 

contemporary filmmaker of the United States, Steven Wood, a director who has created several movies 

with box office earnings in the billions.” 

Fu Shiyi put away his phone and continued speaking, “Also, I heard that the media tycoon of the United 

States, Bruce, likes this Collis very much. This movie is being invested in, in order to please the beauty. If 

Collis hugs this sugar daddy, it will indeed affect sister-in-law very much. You are the one who 

is refusing to hug my brother’s thigh..” 

Chapter 1387: A Thigh? 

 

Gu Weiwei chuckled. “Do I need to suck up to your brother?” 

Fu Shiyi smiled. “True, everything of my brother’s is yours, not to mention his thigh.” 

To his brother, his properties belonged to his sister-in-law, his people belonged to her, his heart 

belonged to her and everything he had belonged to her. 

But it depended on what sister-in-law wanted. 

But his sister-in-law only wanted his brother and his brother’s heart, so she did not want the benefits of 

the Fu Family’s wealth. 

Gu Weiwei thought for a while and asked, “By the way, isn’t that Bruce already married and about the 

same age as your father?” 

‘When she was at the Gu Family, she had met this media tycoon at a gathering of the royal family of A 

Land. 

“He is older than my father by a year, alright? But he is too old for that.” Fu Shiyi snorted. 



If it had not been for the fact that the Hollywood film industry was not suitable for the survival of 

Chinese faces, Bruce would have raised Collis up. 

In just one year, she had become famous in Hua Land and accepted several top brands. 

“But I don’t think he has taken her yet,” Gu Weiwei said. 

If Collis had really become his sugar baby, she would be even more popular than she was now. 

“Not yet, but such a thing is not too far away.” Fu Shiyi snorted. 

It was such a big movie and he was a famous movie director, and he had even hired an A-lister star from 

the United States as her supporting role. It was such a big deal that it was impossible for Collis to turn 

him down. 

After Collis took on the film, she would become even more famous. 

But his sister-in-law was too busy with the children to care about her career. In two or three years, her 

reputation would be totally ruined. 

If she was stepped on by Collis a few more times, she would not only turn cold with the death of her 

popularity but also start to rot. 

But his brother knew that his sister-in-law did not like him interfering with her work, so he only arranged 

for her to appear at the charity banquet with Collis to teach Collis a lesson. 

Gu Weiwei nodded. “It seems that she will become even more popular than me.” 

“Don’t worry, you have my brother,” Fu Shiyi said. 

If Collis became popular because she had a sugar daddy, his sister-in-law could get the treatment she 

wanted with just one word from his brother. 

Gu Weiwei asked Fu Shiyi, when she saw the charity auction, “What are the items in the auction going to 

be?” 

“Theard from Second Brother that they are works of art, calligraphy and antiques,” Fu Shiyi said. 

Gu Weiwei raised her eyebrows in surprise. “Isn’t it usually a luxury goods auction?” 

“Won’t that make the Fu Family look bad?” Fu Shiyi smiled and said, “Art auctions are very elegant and 

refined, unlike other luxurious goods, which are too vulgar.” 

Gu Weiwei did not know whether to laugh or cry. Didn’t the Fu Family, the richest family in Hua Land, 

already have a bad reputation because of their luxury? 

“But artworks are rare and quite unique.” 

“Some are paintings by famous painters from abroad, some are works of photography and antiques 

donated by some people.” Fu Shiyi leafed through the book and snorted. “It looks elegant, but it is more 

expensive than luxurious goods.” 

Every painting by those artists was worth millions or even tens of millions. 



Second Brother said that it was vulgar to use luxurious goods, but these things were even more 

expensive than luxurious goods! 

He was trying all kinds of methods to get their money, and not just a little.. 

Chapter 1388: Qin L’s Change 

 

Gu Weiwei’s lips twitched. The businessmen of the Fu Family were indeed extraordinary. 

Even when she was doing charity, they still got people to pay them. 

“My brother will be here soon, do you want me to take you there?” Fu Shiyi asked. 

“No thanks,” Gu Weiwei said. 

She had just met him in the morning and he had made a call in the afternoon. She would be able to 

meet him again when she returned home two hours later. Why was she taking the risk of meeting him in 

this crowded venue? 

“Oh yes, you may have to present the auction item later, Second Brother said so.” Fu Shiyi reminded 

her. 

Gu Weiwei frowned — so he had asked her to do the hard work? 

She was talking with Fu Shiyi when Qin Lv came over with Collis and Yang An. 

“Miss. Mu, I like your movie, can we take a picture together?” Collis asked with a smile. 

Gu Weiwei chuckled. “Of course.” 

Seeing that she did not object, Collis happily sat down next to her and showed her signature smile. Her 

shoulders moved slightly backwards, showing her clavicle. 

Gu Weiwei just smiled without showing any major expression. 

Yang An took a picture of them and said after confirming the picture, “Done.” 

Collis shook hands with Gu Weiwei gratefully. “Miss. Mu, I meant no harm by what I said in the 

interview zone. I just think that it is a pity that you quit at the peak of your career.” 

Gu Weiwei knew that she was seeking peace but did not want to explain on the internet. 

She did not want the matter to get ugly either, so she did not turn her olive branch down. 

“Thank you for your concern, I hope that we can work together in the future.” 

Without mentioning anything else, Collis was indeed an excellent actress. 

“Lalso hope to have this opportunity,” Collis said. 

‘They exchanged a few words and Collis then left. 



Qin Lv stayed where he was and said apologetically, “I’m sorry, they begged me repeatedly, so I had to 

bring them over here. Sorry for causing you trouble.” 

“It is okay, it’s just a small matter,” Gu Weiwei answered generously. 

“Lui, [heard that you are back at the Qin’s, are you going to take over your father’s job?” Fu Shiyi patted 

Qin Lv’s shoulders and asked. 

Qin Lv chuckled. “I am just familiarizing myself with the company, not taking over.” 

“Your aunt and uncle are both in politics, so you are not the only one taking over the Qin Family,” Fu 

Shiyi said. 

“I still have many things to learn and I need to ask Uncle Fu and Second Uncle for guidance.” Qin Lv was 

very humble. 

“Apart from work, my brother only goes home to keep sister-in-law and the children company. He may 

not have time for you to learn anything, but Second Brother… you can ask him anything,” Fu Shiyi said 

generously. 

Qin Lv smiled without saying a word and threw a look at Gu Weiwei. 

This was the first time he had seen her since his aunt brought him to villa seven in Zhujiang. 

“Who wants to consult me?” 

Fu Shigin had just arrived and could not help but ask when his name was mentioned. 

Fu Hanzheng was there with him, but he was greeting some important figures and did not come over 

with him. 

But when he was talking with her, he glanced at her. 

Outsiders thought that he was looking at his two brothers, but Fu Shiyi and Fu Shigin knew that his 

brother was not looking at them, but at Gu Weiwei who was standing next to them.. 

Chapter 1389: Qin Lv’s Change 2 

 “Second Uncle, Dad said that I still have many things to learn from you and Uncle Fu.” Qin Lv explained 

with a smile. 

Fu Shiqin sized up his young nephew and nodded in satisfaction. 

“You have changed. You have become much more mature now you are at the company. The underwater 

tunnel project is also very good.” 

Recently, when Qin Lv returned to the Qin’s Group for work, he seemed to have changed and performed 

very well. 

His father had been full of praise for this son in front of them. 

“Second Uncle is too kind,” Qin Lv said humbly. 

He sensed Fu Hanzheng’s gaze and threw a look at him through the crowd. 



If he had not appeared, they would not have been so far apart. 

“Your father has already told us that if you have any problems at work, you can come to the Fu’s 

Enterprise, no need to stand on ceremony,” Fu Shiqin patted the man’s shoulders and said with a very 

friendly tone. 

They had watched him grow up after all. As long as he did not long for his sister-in-law, he would still be 

their good nephew. 

“You and Uncle Fu are so busy, we have caused you too much trouble,” Qin Lv said. 

“No trouble at all. You are going to take over the Qin’s Enterprise in the future, so it will be a good thing 

for us if you get familiar with the company’s business.” Fu Shiqin smiled. 

Uncle Qin had been getting weaker and weaker these past few years and he had long wanted to retire 

and rest. 

It was a pity that his brother and sister were both in politics and could not take over the company. 

Therefore, his only hope was his son Qin Lv. 

Luckily, Qin Lv had changed his mind and stopped running his own internet company. Instead, he 

returned to the Qin Family to familiarize himself with the business and make preparations to take over 

the company. 

“Okay, I will be there.” Qin Lv smiled and saw Fu Hanzheng approaching. “I will go now.” 

“What are you in such a hurry for? My brother is coming, why don’t you greet him?” Fu Shiqin said. 

“No, next time,” Qin Lv said and walked away. 

He had just left when Fu Hanzheng arrived. 

“It is about to start, take a seat.” 

In order to avoid suspicion, she did not sit with Fu Hanzheng, but with Fu Shiyi between them. 

“Brother, Lui seems to have changed a lot,” Fu Shiqin mumbled. 

In the past, he could tell what this boy was thinking, but now, he could not figure him out. 

“Oh?” Fu Hanzheng answered nonchalantly. 

“After he returned to the Qin Family, the planning of these two projects was not like his style at all.” Fu 

Shiqin frowned and mumbled, “And he seemed to not want to meet you. He left immediately when he 

saw you coming.” 

“It is normal that he doesn’t want to see me.” Fu Hanzheng was not surprised. 

Qin Lv had not given up on Weiwei before. When he found out that they were still together and that 

they had children, he was deeply affected. 

So it was understandable that she did not want to meet him. 



“No, I feel that something else is going on. My instinct has always been very accurate,” Fu Shiqin said 

confidently. 

He felt that Qin Lv had changed in another way. 

Hearing his words, Fu Shiyi countered. 

“If your instincts are so accurate, why don’t you go and do some fortune-telling?” 

“Hey, seriously, Lui has changed,” Fu Shiqin said. 

Fu Shiyi squinted at him. “If you had fallen out of love with someone twice in a row, don’t you think you 

would have changed?” 

It was normal that Qin Lv had changed. He had fallen out of love with his sister-in-law twice, so it was 

understandable that he had changed. 

Anyway, as long as he stopped trying to steal his brother’s girl, everything else was fine.. 

Chapter 1390: Big Show 

 

When he said this, his brother, who was sitting next to him, instantly felt the air turning colder. 

So he shut his mouth and said nothing more. 

At this moment, the host started to announce the official start of the charity banquet and invited Fu 

Shiqin onto the stage for the speech. 

Fu Shigin adjusted his suit and went on stage to explain the medical and educational efforts of the 

Chang’an Charity Funds in Hua Land. Then he thanked the people who had always supported Hua Land 

and all the guests present. 

Then the auction started. 

The first auction item was a pair of porcelain vases from the Qing Dynasty, starting at 200,000 yuan. 

After a round of bidding, the deal was reached at 800,000 yuan. 

‘The following items were all antiques and the price was getting higher and higher. 

An antique from the Ming Dynasty started at 500,000 yuan and reached a price of 2 million yuan. 

Gu Weiwei raised the sign, but did not buy it. 

Fu Shiyi got very sleepy and complained with a yawn. 

“The so-called charity auction is actually just a large-scale show-off party.” 

‘They were all competing over who was richer, so they had bought the things. 

“This is a charity auction, if you complain one more time, you will donate tens of millions!” Fu Shiqin 

snorted. 



He did not care about showing off his wealth. As long as the foundation raised enough money, this 

year’s charity banquet would be successful. 

Then in the future, more children in remote areas would be taught better lessons and have better 

medical access. 

Although the Fu Family was the richest family in Hua Land, they had been doing charity workfor 

generations and they had never slacked off. 

Fu Shiyi shut up instantly. He had worked so hard to get the money, and if he donated too much, his 

heart would ache. 

‘As they were chatting, the auction continued. 

With eight million yuan, Collis had bidded for a contemporary oil painting called Home. 

Then the host invited Collis onto the stage and accepted the cheque. 

At the same time, he also announced that Gu Weiwei should go on stage and present the auction for 

Collis. 

Standing on the stage, Collis looked embarrassed for a moment, obviously not wanting to share the 

same stage with her. 

But she could not turn him down at such an occasion. 

Hearing the host calling her name, Gu Weiwei glanced at Fu Hanzheng. 

Why did he invite her to such an occasion? It was a lie to ask her to attend the charity banquet to spend 

time. It was really so that she could bring down Collis. 

Maybe it was because he had heard that Collis had posted a message to demean her the other day. 

She had not even thought about it, but he had already lost his temper. 

Under the guidance of the host, Collis gave a speech about charity and said that she would use her 

artist’s influence to try her best to help more people. 

Her words made the audience burst into applause. 

Gu Weiwei walked onto the stage in her black gown, hugged Collis politely, took the painting from the 

host and presented it to Collis. 

“Collis and Miss. Mu are both famous actresses of Hua Land. Thank you for your generosity and thank 

you for attending today’s charity banquet. Miss. Mu Weiwei, I heard that you have not been on any 

work for more than a year and have stopped your work, is that right?” the host asked with a smile. 

Gu Weiwei chuckled. “I have been slacking off at work for more than a year. I got lost because I walked 

too fast on this road, so I wanted to settle down and make a better movie.” 

Although that was not the truth, she could not possibly say in public that she had been away giving birth 

to children… 



 


